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Thesis 
Abstract
The following study in high-rise high-density urban housing 
is the platform used for investigating a better way to create 
housing in South Korea that creates a sense of community 
and respects architectural history of the country. A new 
model, if successful, could increase the quality of life 
throughout the country by meeting the growing demands 
for better housing. In addition, a culturally relevant design 
solution would help restore a sense of identity that is so 
badly lacking now. Drawing from real-world observations, 
as well as, interpretive, descriptive, and historical research 
methods, my proposed design solution offers new knowledge 
and insight into the field of architecture for anyone able to 
interpret and expand upon it. 
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South Korea has made a lot of progress in the last 6 decades; 
from being one of the poorest countries to having the 11th 
largest economy in the world. The country transformed 
rapidly after the Korean War and today represents one of the 
most technological and modern countries on earth. However, 
this transformation did not happen without sacrifices. The 
rapid economic growth and urbanization led to a shortage 
in housing within the cities. To accommodate the influx of 
new residents, traditional Korean homes, called Hanoks, 
were leveled, along with thousands of years of history, to 
make room for faceless apartment blocks that do nothing to 
respect and honor their culture. For decades, this approach 
went largely unopposed because it was seen as the fastest 
way to modernize. 

Today Koreans have woken up and realized that centuries 
of tradition have been destroyed in the name of progress. 
The housing blocks that replaced many of the traditional 
neighborhoods are not meeting the needs of residents. The 
modernity of the city has wreaked havoc on the health, 
happiness, life satisfaction, and sense of community found 
throughout the peninsula and spontaneous day-to-day 
social interactions are becoming increasingly rare. This 
thesis examines the history and design of the traditional 
Korean home, the Hanok, as well as successful strategies 
for community design with the goal of creating a housing 
model that meets the needs of the people and culture it is 
located in. 

Having spent 4 years living and working in South Korea I 
have an intimate knowledge of the city and site my project 
is located in. My experiences there have led me to have 
a greater understanding of how Korean people live and 
the types of homes they live in. My first-hand knowledge 
and understanding of the country and culture will serve as 
the foundation for my project. To supplement my existing 
understanding I will employ several research methods, 
including the interpretive, descriptive, and historic research. 

This project comes at a time when South Korea is 
suffering from decades of rushed and poorly planned 
urban expansion and growth. Families in Korea are now 
looking for alternative housing options and opportunities 
to escape the lifestyles that the current housing model 
offers. Families that can afford to are leaving their high-
rise apartments are moving into single-family detached 
homes. Unfortunately, this is not a sustainable trend for 
several reasons. Firstly, single-family detached homes 
are astronomically expensive and are thus an option 
for only the very wealthy. Secondly, the geography of 
Korea is very mountainous and there is a lack of land 
for building traditional low-rise communities. 

Rapid economic growth not only affected the industries 
in Korea but also led to an explosion in the population. 
South Korea now has a population of over 50 million 
people and housing them all has been a continuing 
problem. Size and quality of housing has often been 
the first areas sacrificed; resulting in dwellings that 
are often 500 square feet or less. The government 
has encouraged this type of development by relaxing 
regulations; which has resulted in dwellings with a lack 
of proper daylighting, a shortage of parking, and fire 
hazards (Donghoon, 2015). This type of housing is often 
utilized by young adults and the very old because of 
its affordability. Fortunately, Koreans are beginning to 
demand better quality of housing and there has been 
a resurgence in the interest and building of traditional 
Hanok structures. 

Now is the ideal time to reexamine what housing 
should look like on the Korean peninsula. Consumers 
are unhappy and the demand for a better home and life 
style is fueling a new demand for housing (Donghoon, 
2015).  

Narrative
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Figure 3:Arial View of Apartments in Seoul. Retrieved from 
http://static.panoramio.com/photos/original/109807700.jpg
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Figure 4:Traditional Korean Screen Design 1.
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Typology
This thesis proposes a new model for multi-family housing 
in a dense urban setting with a focus on fostering a socially 
sustainable community with a strong connection to the 
regions traditions and surrounding neighborhoods.

The project is important to me for a variety of reasons; 
not the least of which is my connection with the city and 
the culture it resides in. Being immersed in a culture so 
different than my own gave me new insight into how people 
live; which is an area that has interested me ever since the 
second year of my education. With the world population 
expected to climb rapidly and the increasing scarcity of 
resources, I believe it is now time for architects, planners, 
and governments to rethink how people live and reexamine 
what is necessary to make us comfortable. Although this 
project is located in South Korea, the underlying ideas could 
be adapted to any high-density urban city.  
 
This project will not only test the knowledge I have learned 
while at NDSU, but also my understanding of Korean 
culture and architecture. From the very beginning, my 
preconceived notions of Korean culture, community, and 
housing have been tested. I do not consider this to be a 
failure but see it as a chance to expand my knowledge and 
deepen my understanding. I hope that by going through this 
process some new knowledge is contributed to the field of 
architecture. If it does contribute new information I believe 
it will be useful to anyone willing to interpret and expand 
upon it

Project Justification

Figure 4:Traditional Korean Screen Design 1.
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Figure 5:Interlace Bird’s Eye View.
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Although these three cases studies have many differences, 
they all share some important aspects. Each project looked 
at, values social interaction more so than a typical project 
and each achieves it in different ways. 

Steven Holl’s Vanke Center separates the building from the 
ground allowing for a vast majority of the site to be used 
for public green space. OMA’s The Interlace Challenges 
the notion of what a high-rise complex is by doing away 
with traditional vertical towers; instead stacking horizontal 
apartment blocks in a hexagonal pattern.  This arrangement 
effectively makes neighborhood courtyards and allows 
for the creation of shared spaces, vertically throughout 
the complex. Finally, Samhyun’s Residence L-Ga tackled 
a tight site by stepping apartment units, creating semi-
private yards for residents. Each project created a sense of 
community though manipulation of the building form and 
the structure.  The case studies also suggest that creating a 
variety of different scaled spaces is integral in encouraging 
social interactions. 

These projects have provided insight into how buildings can 
provided different types of spaces for its users to enjoy and 
benefit from. Understanding the decisions that were made 
and why they were made is extremely important when 
moving forward. Being able to analyze exiting projects and 
determine their strengths and weaknesses is an extremely 
important skill to possess and will be beneficial in the future.  

Precedent 
Analysis

16      Vanke Center          
20     The Interlace              
24     The Residence L-Ga   
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Vanke Center
Architect: Steven Holl Architects

Location: Shenzhen, China

Area: 1,296,459 sq ft

Site Area: 60,000 sq m.

Figure 6: Vanke Center Photograph 1. From Casabella 2010 vol.74. Page 18-24. 

Height: 35 m

Structure: Cable Stay, Concrete, Steel

Project Year: 2011
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The Vanke Center was chosen for its organization, 
context, and structural systems. Being a building that 
contains so many diverse functions it of particular 
interest. Although, programmatically, the project differs 
from my research, many similarities exist. Examining 
this project to discover relationships between public 
and private spaces, context and structural systems was 
beneficial for my research.

Introduction

Research Findings

The Vanke Center is a mixed used building containing 
office spaces, a hotel, apartments, and an exhibition 
center. The project was designed by famed architect 
Steven Holl and is located in Shenzhen, China. 

The Vanke center is unique in the fact that the building 
has been elevated above the site on piers. 8 concrete 
cores support the build, some being as high as 50 feet. 
Elevating the building was done for two reasons. Firstly, 

it allowed the building to respond to the climate; providing 
shade in the hot summer months and shelter from the rain 
during the rainy season. Raising the building also allows the 
coastal breezes to pass through the site; keeping the building 
cool. Secondly, the piers allow the building to float above the 
site which made space for the creation of a large public 
landscape; which occupies 75% of the site.

The purpose of these gardens was to provide an escape 
from the city that surrounds the building. It is open to the 
public and is meant to be a place where office workers and 
residents can interact and mingle. The relationship between 
the landscape and building lend to a sense of identity that 
is unique to this project. Under the gardens lie an expansive 
conference center. 

The building is often referred to as the horizontal skyscraper 
because the form appears to be laid on its side. Along the 
perimeter of the form, Holl pulled out finger-like extensions 
angling them to take advantage of the views and the coastal 
winds. The long spans found throughout the project have 
been accomplished using a cable-stay structural system. 
Separation of public and private spaces in the program was 
accomplished by creating separate entrances integrated into 
the piers. 

Figure 7:Vanke Center Diagram 1. From Casabella 2010 vol.74. Page 18-24. 
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The Vanke Center is great example of using structural 
systems to help create community spaces. By lifting the 
building off the site, land was freed up and could be used 
for public space. The structural systems found in the Vanke 
Center are also a great example of the spans that are 
possible. Organizationally, laying the building on its side and 
pulling extrusions from it created a richness of spaces that 
are not normally found in vertical structures. 

Conclusion

Figure 8:Vanke Center Floor Plan. From Casabella 2010 vol.74. Page 18-24. 

Figure 9:Vanke Center Diagram 2. From Casabella 2010 vol.74. Page 18-24. 

Figure 10:Vanke Center Diagram 2. From 
Casabella 2010 vol.74. Page 18-24. 
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Figure 11:Exterior Structural System. From 
Casabella 2010 vol.74. Page 18-24. 

Figure 13:Figure 11: Vanke Center Section Diagrams. From Casabella 2010 vol.74. 
Page 18-24. 

Figure 12:Interior Structural System. From 
Casabella 2010 vol.74. Page 18-24. 
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Interlace Apartments
Architect: OMA, Ole Scheeren

Location: Singapore

Area: 169,600 sq m.

Site Area: 81,000 sq m.

Figure 14:Interlace Apartments. Iwan Baan (Photographer). Retrieved 
From http://www.archdaily.com/627887/the-interlace-oma-2

Height: 80.1 m

Structure: Concrete, Steel

Project Year: 2013
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The Interlace apartment was chosen because of the unique 
arrangement of the apartment blocks. Specifically, the resulting 
social spaces created by the stacking of apartment blocks is of 
particular interest. The Interlace is a much larger project than 
what I am proposing but the concepts and ideas present in it 
may influence my final proposal. 

Introduction

Figure 15:Interlace Apartments. Iwan Baan (Photographer). Retrieved 
From http://www.archdaily.com/627887/the-interlace-oma-2
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Figure 16:Interlace Apartments. Iwan Baan (Photographer). Retrieved 
From http://www.archdaily.com/627887/the-interlace-oma-2

Figure 17:Interlace Diagrams. OMA.. Retrieved From http://www.
archdaily.com/627887/the-interlace-oma-2
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Research Findings
The Interlace is located in Singapore and was designed 
by OMA Architects. The project is a multi-residential 
apartment complex with a focus on community 
development. The design deviates from the typical 
arrangement of vertical structures by turning the 
buildings on their sides and stacking them. In all, there 
are thirty-one six story blocks. The blocks are arranged 
in a hexagonal pattern and the structure ranges from 6 
to 24 floors in height. Views, light, and natural ventilation 
are maximized due to the arrangement of the blocks. 
8 multi-story, permeable courtyards are created as a 
result of the hexagonal arrangement of the structures 
and within these spaces communal living takes place. 
Community gardens are located throughout the building 
and they help provide a sense of community between 
residents. The roof gardens and the site are lushly 
planted and there are a wide variety of activates and 
spaces throughout the project.

OMA has provided a rich community for the residents of 
The Interlace. This project is a great example of the type 
of innovative thinking architects need to be doing. It is 
important because this type of community oriented design 
is where the future lies. The arrangement of the building 
elements is a particularly important concept to take away 
because this allows for a range of diverse community spaces 
to be created from large to small. In this example stacking 
the apartment blocks and arranging them on a hexagonal 
grid allowed for shared spaces to be created throughout the 
height of the building; not just on the ground or roof level 
where they are commonly found.

Conclusion

Figure 18:Interlace Diagra ms. OMA.. Retrieved From 
http://www.archdaily.com/627887/the-interlace-oma-2
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Residence L-Ga
Architect: Samhyun Urban & Architecture Group

Location: Busan, South Korea

Building Area: 8,801 sq m.

Site Area: 879 sq m.

Figure 19:Residence L-Ga Exterior at Night. Yoon 
Jounhwan. From Space 2015 vol. 569. Page 32-41.

Building to Land Ratio: 72.5%

Height: 75.7m

Structure: Reinforced Concrete

Project Year: 2013
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The Residence L-Ga was chosen because of its 
unique interpretation of public and private spaces. 
Specifically, the way the outdoor spaces are 
arranged for each apartment unit is of interest. The 
project’s aim and context are similar to my proposal 
and the project contains many interesting elements 
to study.  The Residence L-Ga is a great example 
of architecture that puts the needs of people first. 

Introduction

Figure 20:View from the Top. Yoon Jounhwan. From 
Space 2015 vol. 569. Page 32-41.

Figure 21:Residence L-Ga Concept Diagram. Yoon 
Jounhwan. From Space 2015 vol. 569. Page 32-41.
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The Residence L-Ga is a multi-family apartment complex 
located in Busan South Korea. It was designed by Samhyun 
Urban and Architecture Group, a Korean firm and was 
completed in 2013. The project aims to answer the important 
question; are houses merely just machines for humans to 
live in or are they meant to create communities and heal 
one’s spirit (Park, 2015)? The project calls into question the 
affects that capitalism has had on the evolution of housing 
and proposes radical solutions to help reintroduce important 
elements that have been lost. 

The project is located near the Nakdong river in a dense 
mixed-use neighborhood. The architect proposed a 
building that responds to the site and takes advantage of 
the uninterrupted views and sun exposure by locating the 
apartments on the south and west facades while pushing the 
elevator shafts and parking tower to the north-east corner. 
This ensures that all apartments are given direct access 
to daylight and ventilation. The architect also proposed 
something that was radically different than anything found 
neighboring high-rises; creating a semi private yard for 
each apartment. The yards are stacked and stepped so 
that they form a series of interconnected spaces where 

Research Findings

The Residence L-Ga is unique example of how 
architects can respond to the demand for housing in 
a dense setting while also considering the basic needs 
of humans. In this cases study, residents receive the 
same basic needs such as daylighting, ventilation, and 
outdoor space. The unique nature of the arrangement 
of apartment units also offers insight into alternative 
ways to approach high-rise living. By placing the units 
in a step-like arrangement the architect was able to 
provide a large exterior space for each unit. This space 
also serves a yard for each resident which increase the 
frequency of which neighbors interact; a key aspect in 
creating a thriving community.  

Conclusion

neighbors can interact with each other. The architect 
saw the value of creating such spaces that have thus far 
been discouraged by the capitalistic system.

Figure 22:Figure 20: Residence L-Ga Floor Plans. Yoon 
Jounhwan. From Space 2015 vol. 569. Page 32-41.
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Conclusion

Figure 23:Residence L-Ga Exterior Photographs. Yoon 
Jounhwan. From Space 2015 vol. 569. Page 32-41.

Figure 24:Residence L-Ga Exterior Photographs. Yoon 
Jounhwan. From Space 2015 vol. 569. Page 32-41.

Figure 25:Residence L-Ga Exterior Photographs. Yoon 
Jounhwan. From Space 2015 vol. 569. Page 32-41.
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The primary users of the project will be the residence 
of the apartment units. They will live here on a 24 hour 
basis and are expected to be long-term residents. 
Workers and support staff for the apartment complex will 
also use the facilities. These include front desk workers, 
maintenance workers, community management staff, 
childcare staff, and fitness instructors. The secondary 
users of this project will be staff occupying the 
commercial space. This will include retail employees, 
chefs, maintenance, and shoppers. 

User/Client 
Description
Owner Developer

Users

The project instigator is the Korea Land and Housing 
Corporation, a government agency responsible for city and 
land development. The are responsible for creating a list of 
criteria that must be met by the project focusing on long-
term social sustainability. 

All dwelling units need direct access to outdoor space

Shared spaces must account for at least 10% of the total 
residential square footage

Shared spaces must be located along primary movement 
paths of residents

The street level must provide ample public space

20% of apartments must be studios and measure at 
least 500 sf

30% of apartments must be 1 bedrooms and measure 
at least 600 sf

25% of apartments must be 2-3 bedrooms and measure 
at least 1000 sf

25% of apartments must be 4 bedrooms and measure 
at least 1500 sf

The street level must have commercial space available 
for rent

The developer is Samsung Engineering & Construction, 
the largest construction company in Korea. They 
will supply the capital for the project and oversee 
construction. The design and program elements of the 
project are unrestricted as long as it meets the goals set 
by the government agency.

Resident’s 
Green  Space

Commercial Space

Parking
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Dwellings

Shared Spaces

Public Plaza

Resident’s 
Green  Space

Commercial Space

Parking

Major Project 
Elements

Spaces for living filled with natural light and possessing 
a strong relationship with the natural world and the 
neighborhood they reside in. 

Various spaces of different scales and sizes located 
throughout the complex for the purpose of creating 
gathering points where residents can meet and 
socialize. These spaces will contain a variety of planned 
and unplanned activities in order to meet the widest 
range of resident’s needs.

The public plaza will flow in directly from the street and 
have access to public shops, restaurants, cafés and 
uninterrupted views of the ocean and beach. 

Separated from the street level for security reasons, this 
space will act at a major community gathering space 
for residents’ family and friends to gather for activities 
such as, block parties, barbecues, gardening, and 
exercise classes. 

The street level will have access to a public commercial 
area. Here, the public can come and enjoy restaurants, 
shopping, or a cup of coffee as they sit and look out 
over the ocean and the city beyond. 

Parking will be located underground since there is 
not adequate space for it to be located above ground. 
Resident’s parking will be separate from the public 
parking. 
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The project is located in the Jung-dong neighborhood of 
the Haeundae district of Busan, South Korea; the second 
largest city in the country. The metropolitan area is home to 
over 8 million residents and is a major tourist area; drawing 
visitors from all over the world. Busan is a coastal city with 
mountainous terrain so buildable land is at a minimum which 
result in very densely packed development. Haeundae draws 
tens of millions of visitors throughout the year and is known 
for being an up-scale destination with world-class shopping, 
hotels, and the most famous beach in Korea. The project is 
located just a 10-minute walk from the beach.

The area is heavily developed with good access to public 
transportation, shops, hospitals, and some of the best 
schools in the city. It is a very desirable place to live and 
is one of the newest developments in the city. Much of 
the housing found in the area are high-rise apartment 
complexes apart from the area immediately adjacent to the 
site; which is primarily made up of older 4-5 story apartment 
buildings. The site has all necessary elements nearby to 
provide an adequate social infrastructure and healthy living 
environment as well as, great access to natural daylighting, 
ventilation, and views.

The Site

Figure 27:Highlighted Map of South Korea. Freepix.com

Figure 26:Highlighted Map of Asia. Freepix.com
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Figure 28:Aerial Site Maps. Elliott Klinger 

Figure 29:Aerial Site Maps. Elliott Klinger 
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Project Emphasis

Sense of Community Cultural Identity

The research sparked by each question have considerable 
overlap and thus strengthen each other. The questions 
not only highlight architectural solutions but also direct a 
large portion of the research to understanding how people 
live their day-to-day lives. The project will address these 
issues through the study of people, history, culture, the 
environment, and traditional architecture 

Having a strong sense of belonging and familiarity among 
peers is key to a successful community. It plays into our 
sense of ownership and pride and these feelings manifest 
themselves in many positive ways on all scales. Designers 
need to be thinking of social interactions during all phases 
of design and make sure community oriented strategies are 
carried through into the final project. I believe that shifting 
the focus onto social sustainability, alongside environmental 
sustainability, will be key in assuring our cities remain viable, 
healthy, safe places to live. 

Architecture is more than just the structures that 
occupy our environment; it represents the identity of 
the people and culture that built it. Architecture plays a 
key role in how people perceive a place and without a 
strong sense of cultural identity architecture becomes 
grey and meaningless. Decades of urbanization have 
eroded thousands of years of architectural identity. 
Although, modernization is necessary, I believe it can be 
accomplished while retaining the unique architectural 
language that has persisted in a region. Architecture 
should be able to respond to the changing dynamics of 
a culture while building from its past and not discarding 
the history and traditions.

How can architecture be used to foster 
a sense of community in a high-rise 
complex? 

How can Architecture help reconnect 
us with our past?
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Academic

Personal

Professional

Thesis Goals

To be successful this thesis project should not only stand-out among all my previous work and 
represent the progress I have made throughout my education, but it should also represent the 
4 years I spent in South Korea and the perspective I gained while living there. This project is 
an opportunity for me to combine my educational and life experiences from the last 8 years by 
creating a project that speaks honestly of my abilities. It is my hope that this project becomes 
the high-point of my architectural education at NDSU.

Being that this project is the last project added to my academic portfolio it is of vital importance 
that is represents the scope and level of detail I am capable of designing. Every Aspect of this 
project will be treated as though it was being built in the real world to help assure that I am 
the most prepared for my professional career that I could possibly be. This project will become 
the tool I used to highlight my architectural education. It is my goal that this project be used 
to show potential employers the academic and personal growth I have made and if I meet my 
expectations I have no doubt that this project will help me begin my career in the best way 
possible. 

Academic and professional goals aside, if this project fails to display the immense personal 
growth I have made in the last 4 years than I have let myself down. Leaving the architecture 
program in 2013 and moving to South Korea was perhaps the best decision I have ever 
made. I removed myself from everything I held dear and everything I knew to start a new life 
where I knew nothing and no one. It was the hardest thing I had ever done but easily the most 
rewarding one. I believe the experience gave me a new perspective, not only on life but also 
on design. It is my personal goal to make sure that this project speaks for the person I have 
become and encourages me to keep moving forward into the future. 
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My research process started 4 years ago, while I was living 
and working in South Korea. Since my second year at   
NDSU I have been fascinated by housing and how people 
live. When I saw the disconnect between traditional Korean 
architecture and the modern high-rise apartment blocks 
many Koreans live in today, I was confused. They shared 
very few similarities and it was challenging for me to make 
the connection between the two. Throughout my time in 
Korea I would find myself thinking about it and beginning 
to ask questions and seeking out answers. At the time, I did 
not know that this topic would become my thesis or even 
that I would be returning to NDSU to finish my education. It 
was just a personal interest of mine and something I enjoyed 
learning about. 

My curiosity and exploration has given me a unique 
prospective on Korean culture and lifestyle. My experiences 
there have provided me with a sound foundation from which 
I can build my thesis upon. Throughout the fall semester I 
preformed additional research which ultimately led to several 
new, unanswered questions. In my pursuit to answer these 
questions I will be traveling to South Korea in December of 
2016. While I am there I plan to conduct interviews, study 
traditional Hanoks, create sketches, and spend an extended 
amount of time at the site observing activities throughout 
the day. 

During my fall semester, I employed several research 
methodologies; interpretive, descriptive, and historical. 
I used the interpretive research method to further my 
understanding of Korea’s politics, economy, culture, and 
architecture. This research helped strengthen the foundation 
on which my project is built. I believe that in order to make 
a truly successful project one must have a thorough 

understanding of the context. This research helped me 
better understand the culture and people for whom I will 
be deigning. 

The descriptive research method was used in analyzing 
the site and existing precedents. The site analysis was 
done using information gathered from site visits and 
on-line resources. Precedent analyses were done using 
magazine articles and on-line research. In the case of 
one of my precedent analyses, I physically visited the 
project while in Korea. This method shed light on the 
challenges posed by the site and existing strategies for 
building organization. 

Using the historical research method, I studied the 
history of Korean architecture. First-hand observations 
made while in Korea made up the foundation of this 
research. Additional literary readings and analysis 
highlighted the underlying principles and qualities of 
Korean architecture. Interpreting the research led me 
to a better understanding of the evolution of the Korean 
home and its strengths and weaknesses.  

My design process has never been one hundred 
percent clear to me or even to my professors. I have 
habit of absorbing information, internalizing it, and then 
producing a deliverable; usually without being able 
to fully articulate what led me to that point. Much of 
the early stage of my design process is comprised of 
thought experiments and very little is written down or 
recorded. Although my methods are unclear, they have 
proven to be very successful in the past. However, for 
my thesis project, I will be more diligent about recording 
the design process and articulating my thoughts.  

Design 
Methodology 
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Before I begin, I think about the building, its context, the 
structure, or a point of interest that I think is especially 
relevant to the project. I then look for inspirational images 
or articles pertaining to my project or a key concept. 
Form this point I sketch several elevations of my vision 
for the project at the time to test proportions or initial 
ideas. At this phase in design it is rare that anything 
produced will make it into the final project. Everything I 
initially is analyzed and successful aspects are carried 
through into future iterations. 

Once I have thought through the initial problems I begin 
examining the site and determining the optimal building 
orientation in relation to views, natural light, and wind 
patterns. This process will result in a rough form that 
can then be cut away or added to as I begin to place the 
program elements in plan. Once I am satisfied with the 
initial plan, I will then create a rough 3D model on the 
computer and try to place all major structures on the site 
and test their relationships to each other using sun and 
view analysis. During this process, I will undoubtedly 
find faults with the plan layout or even the orientation 
and form I derived from the first study. At this stage, 
there is a lot of back and forth and designs can change 
suddenly and usually takes one to two weeks.

My design approach is usually very linear and mostly 
moves in one direction. Generally, I work diligently 
until one problem has been solved before moving onto 
another. The initial stage of the process is unclear and 
relies on a lifetime of experiences and intuition. This 
part of the process is the most stressful but is also the 
point where the project gets its meaning and is the 
most rewarding. The rest of the process is just adding 
detailing that strengthen the initial idea. 

Process work will be documented weekly through 
photographs, scans, models, and sketches. They will be 
organized digitally and physically in a catalogue arranged 
by type of process work. The physical catalogue will serve 
as a reference, throughout the design project, for me to look 
back on for guidance when I need it. Finally, I will keep items 
of inspiration on or near my desk such as, photographs, 
models, or articles pertaining to relevant topics. 

According to my design process and my planed 
documentation methods I can create a project schedule that 
allows me to complete my project at an efficient pace and 
helps hold me responsible for my own time management.

Design Plan 
Documentation

Project Schedule
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Figure 30:Traditional Korean Window Screen. 
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Plan for 
Proceeding

Progress will be documented weekly and stored in a digital 
catalogue to be accessed and review at a later date. 
Documentation will be done in the form of photographs, 
scans, sketches, and writings. A physical copy of my 
process work will be compiled and referenced regularly.  
This catalogue will serve as  reference used to guide my 
design process.

Research 
Direction

Design 
Methodology

Documentation

Research will follow a direction lead by the theoretical 
premise, architectural history, site analysis, precedent 
studies, and programmatic requirements. The need 
for additional research will result from individual 
exploration, group critiques, and discussions with my 
thesis advisor. 

A mixed methodology research approach will be 
deployed. Interpretive, descriptive, and historical 
research methods will be used throughout my design 
process. I will expand on my research by conducting 
iterative graphical and digital analysis. 
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Project Documentation
Context Analysis
Concept Analysis
Site Development

Spatial Analysis
Passive Systems

Floor Plan Development
Section Development

Structural Development
Active Systems

Envelope Development
Material Development

Midterm Presentation Prep
Midterm Review 
Project Revisions

Renderings
Board Layout

CD Due
Install Presentation

Thesis Exhibit
Final Review

Thesis Document Due
Commencement

1/10/2017 - 4/28/2017 
1/11/2017 - 1/18/2017 

1/11/2017 - 1/25/2017 
1/16/2017 - 2/20/2017 

1/16/2017 - 2/1/2017 
1/16/2017 - 2/13/2017 
1/16/2017 - 2/13/2017 
1/23/2017 - 2/13/2017 
1/23/2017 - 2/13/2017 

2/11/2017 - 2/15/2017 
2/14/2017 - 2/28/2017 

2/20/2017 - 3/3/2017 
3/3/2017 - 3/5/2017 

3/6/2017 - 3/10/2017 
3/10/2017 - 3/27/2017 

3/27/2017 - 4/15/2017 
4/5/2017 - 4/19/2017 

4/20/2017 
4/24/2017

4/24/2017 - 4/26/2017
5/1/2017 - 5/4/2017 

5/12/2017 - 5/13/2017 
 5/13/2017 

January February March March April May

Schedule

Figure 31:Spring Schedile. Elliott Klinger 
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Two
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Thesis Research
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A process for creating sustainable, successful places that promote wellbeing, 
by understanding what people need from the places they live and work. Social 
sustainability combines design of the physical realm with design of the social 
world – infrastructure to support social and cultural life, social amenities, 
systems for citizen engagement and space for people and places to evolve. 

Woodcraft, Hackette, & Caistor-Arendar, 2011, p. 16

Social Sustainability 
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Starting in the late 1980s, South Korea experienced rapid economic expansion that considerably 
changed the urban landscape. Fueled by a flood of urbanization, the government of Korea 
sponsored a massive development project to construct over 2.5 million new housing units. 
The accelerated rate of construction continued after the project was completed into the mid-
1990s (Yu, Hahn, Lee, Lew, & Im, 2016).  As a consequence, traditional, high-density, low-
rise communities were bought up, leveled, and replaced with new high-rise apartment blocks 
(see Figure 32); making the city much denser. Often these developments were seen as a 
movement towards a bright new future and a chance for many people to improve their quality 
of life. At the time, many people in Korea welcomed these developments as a symbol of the 
great progress their country was making. Unfortunately, these (high-rise) complexes lacked 
the sense of community found in the older neighborhoods, and offered a drastically different 
lifestyle for the residents living in them (Chin, 1990). A one-size-fits-all approach to living was 
forced on the residents and no thought had gone into how to create thriving social communities 
in the new urban setting. This approach to high-rise design has carried into the present and 
the vast majority of traditional neighborhoods, along with the close sense of community they 
cultured, have been destroyed. 

Currently the model of high-rise living in South Korea fails to facilitate social interaction and 
community-building and to acknowledge the culture and history of the country, as a result,  it 
contributes to the lower levels of well-being reported in the country (OECD, 2015). Therefore, 
it is important for us to develop new a model of high-density living that cultivates a communal 
environment and respects the culture of the country. The new model should focus on creating 
socially sustainable environments by borrowing elements from traditional Korean housing and 
focusing on social infrastructure because the livability and longevity of cities depends on it.

Introduction
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Figure 32:Urban Density. Elliott Klinger  2012
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A process for creating sustainable, 
successful places that promote wellbeing, 
by understanding what people need from 
the places they live and work. Social 
sustainability combines design of the 
physical realm with design of the social 
world – infrastructure to support social and 
cultural life, social amenities, systems for 
citizen engagement and space for people 

and places to evolve. 

Woodcraft, Hackette, & Caistor-Arendar, 
2011, p. 16

Social  Sustainability 
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When designers hear the word ‘sustainability’, we 
automatically think of the environment; items such as 
sun shades or walls of greenery, but I would bet that very 
few of us think about sustainability as it concerns people. 
Environmental sustainability has dominated the profession 
for the past few decades, and until recently little attention 
has been paid towards making communities that are socially 
sustainable. 

As architects, we need to begin to understand what people 
want and what makes a vibrant community, and then 
apply that to the built environment. With increasingly more 
people moving to urban areas, space is getting tighter and 
tighter and environmental sustainability alone is not going 
to ensure that our cities remain livable far into the future. 
Densely packed Korean cities have many positive aspects 
such as, good access to public transportation, walkable 
neighborhoods, and a diversity of spaces at street level 
but the government, planners, and architects have failed 
to adapt the successful communal elements found in the 
traditional neighborhoods to the dense urban setting; but 
not due to a lack of trying.

Since the birth of the high-rise, architects have been exploring 
how to provide the same sense of community you might 
find in a traditional horizontal neighborhood (Modi, 2014). 
There have been projects that pushed the understanding 
of what a high-rise is, but failed to catch on and change 
the way of thinking which values economic gains above the 
wellbeing of residents. The current development model is 
focused on creating the most profitable space for the lowest 
bid; as a result, many of the innovative ideas that have been 
tested in the market have failed to catch on because they 
emphasize the importance of community and green space 
which are not seen to be as profitable. This way of thinking 
is dangerous and actually inhibits innovation. Governments, 
planners, and architects need to work together to actively 

Perceived Problems 
with Integrating 
Social Spaces

Fig 3Figure 33:Pinnacle @ Druxton. ARC Studio . 2010

Figure 35:Master Plan. ARC Studio . 2010

Figure 34:Rooftop Plaza. ARC Studio . 2010
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encourage innovation and promote the benefits of building 
projects that look towards to the future overall success 
of a project and not just the bottom line. Examples have 
shown how profitable and successful community oriented 
projects can be and cases such as The Pinnacle @ Duxton 
in Singapore (see Figure 33-35), show that they can be sold 
for substantially more (Modi, 2014). 

The project is made up of 7 towers, each connected by 
expansive sky gardens. The gardens offer a multitude of 
social spaces which in turn attract buyers such as, young 
families to the project. The project was developed by a 
private company, working closely with an architect, under 
guidelines set by the government of Singapore with a 
focus on creating a high quality of life and stressing the 
importance of community in the sustainable development of 
cities (Generalova & Generalova, 2014). The project was so 
successful upon completion that the units sold out quickly 
and for 65% more than other project previously completed 
under the same government guidelines (Modi, 2014).  
Projects like this demonstrate that with governments, 
planners, and architects working together great communities 
can be created. 

The government would be responsible for creating a strict 
set of rules and goals the project must meet and would 
provide incentives for planners to take on the project. The 
planners and architects would then work closely together 
to create a project that not only met but exceed the 
government goals, while at the same time adding value to 
the building which could in turn be translated into higher 

sales prices. In scenarios like this, everyone wins. The 
government creates affordable housing, the planners 
and the architects make a profit, and the residents get 
the best quality of housing available.   

Creating a project like The Pinnacle @ Duxton is just 
the first step in creating a sustainable community. The 
project could be the best and the most innovative in 
the world; with a diverse range of social spaces and 
programs but without proper maintenance it would 
all be wasted. Ensuring that community spaces and 
programs are actively used is where many projects 
have failed in the past. Although, social spaces can 
positively influence residents’ housing satisfaction 
and boost their satisfaction with their neighbors, it is 
also true that having the facilities alone is not enough 
to gain community wide benefits (Cho & Lee, 2011). A 
comparison of two apartment buildings in Korea; one 
with actively managed community programs such as 
gardening clubs and health clubs, and another, without, 
showed that people living in the apartment without 
programs were less satisfied with their neighbors and 
housing and less likely to feel a sense of belonging 
than people living in the complex with actively managed 
programs (Cho & Lee, 2011).  

Often the programs and spaces in a building complex 
are managed by resident volunteers; this often proves 
problematic because residents have complex lives and 
busy schedules, and are often unable to effectively 
manage alone (Modi, 2014). Again we can turn to The 
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Parking

Dwelling

Path of Movement

Green Space

Figure 36:Daily Path of Movment. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Pinnacle @ Duxton and examine what has thus far proven to be a successful solution (Modi, 
2014). The many shared spaces throughout the project are managed by the Housing and 
Development Board of Singapore, the same government agency responsible for creating the 
guidelines that assisted in the development of the project (Modi, 2014). The board has been 
able to generate revenue by charging a fee for the public to access the Sky Deck, which in turn 
is used to run and maintain the many community spaces and programs available to residents 
(Modi, 2014). 

The multitude of social spaces would be meaningless if they were not located along the daily 
paths of residents; which is one of the problems seem in many of the newer high rises in 
Korea. In many of the modern high-rises I saw in Korea, access to communal spaces, such 
as green space, was either on the 1st floor or the roof. In both cases, the locations are both 
visually and physically cut off from the resident’s daily paths of movement (see Figure 36). 
Commonly, the green space is located above the parking garage and is thus easily avoided by 
residents parking their cars and taking the elevator immediately to their homes. Access from 
the street level to the communal space is also restricted and usually requires identification; 
which eliminates the use of the space to anyone who is not a resident of the apartment 
complex. This arrangement ensures that the communal spaces are only used during certain 
times of the day - after residents come home from work - and remain unused much of the 
time. Activating these communal spaces should be the number one priority of any project that 
is serious about creating a sense of community. For that to happen, they need to be placed 
throughout the building and “should extend from the movement spines, such as corridors and 
elevator lobbies” (Modi, 2014).
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“Social sustainability is now of paramount 
concern alongside mankind’s withdrawals 
from traditional social structures. This has 
happened with the invasion of electronic 
social networking and the diminishment of 
outdoor space in which children can play 
and adults can interact. Technology enables 
leisure and work from home but is making 
people less social in the physical world (Beld, 
2012). A deficit of social support, reduced 
exposure to diverse views, and the lack 
of ability to consider opposing viewpoints 
and the gestation of mistrust or general 
disengagement from the community are all 
results of reduced physical interaction. A 
generation conditioned to isolation could 

have devastating effects on society” 

(Modie, 2014, p.25).
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Why it is 
Important

In my opinion, Korea strongly exhibits these 
characteristics and they are negatively impacting 
Korean society.  A survey conducted by the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 
2015 concluded that out of all 38 OECD nations, Korea 
ranked second-to-last on their perceived community 
support structure; meaning that they believe they are 
unlikely to be helped in a time of need by a family 
member or friend. Granted there are many reasons 
why Koreans may believe this, but having lived there, 
I believe that the reliance on technology and the, at 
times, monotonous urban environment play a large role. 

Korea is by far the most technologically advanced 
country I have lived in and the adoption of the high-tech 
has been embraced by every Korean from the youngest 
to the oldest. Every citizen is armed with a mobile device, 
and Wi-Fi and data are available in the deepest subways 
and atop the highest mountain; ensuring that they are 
always connected to the constant stream of stimuli 
streamed through their phones. I have personally see 
the negative effects caused by the ease and availability 
of technology. I recall, one of the first times riding the 
subway system in Korea, I was amazed how quiet it 
was. It was packed with people, but hardly any of them 
were talking. Instead they were all locked on to their 
screens, busy doing whatever happened to be more 
entertaining than the reality they were all in. Another 
frequently encountered experience was seeing young 
couples sitting at cafés or restaurants across from each 
other, again, locked to their phone screens, sometimes 
for 30 minutes or more. As a teacher I have had a lot of 

exposure to the youngest generation of Koreans, and from 
my experience I believe the problem will become worse in 
the next generation if the conditions remain unchanged. 

This all may sound melodramatic, and it is not my belief 
that designing community oriented housing will solve the 
problems facing Korean society, but the problems that are 
highlighted in this research project need to be address 
sooner rather than later. It is my opinion and the opinion of 
others, that housing is the best place to start because it is 
“more than just an economic commodity, [and] it expresses 
life’s aspirations and the experiences of a home. Thus it 
plays a significant role in the creation and reinforcement of 
relationships among people” (Modi, 2014, p.30)

My research has introduced me to a lot of different facets of 
this complex problem. There are many factors that influence 
community development and satisfaction. Although, many 
residents of newer apartment buildings have reported 
being more satisfied with housing quality, in recent years, 
quality of life indicators decreased (Kang, Kim, & Lee, 2014, 
OECD, 2015). This tells us that there is still a lot of room for 
improvement. My time spent in Korea gives me a unique 
perspective on the problem and first-hand knowledge of the 
culture, and has led me to the conclusion that all of the 
necessary pieces needed to develop such a project can be 
found already in use throughout the country. By combining 
aspects of Korean housing over the last 3 generations, I 
believe a better model of high-density living can be developed 
for the country, and I believe that architects should start by 
studying the traditional Korean Hanok.
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Lessons 
from the 
Hanok
In the beginning of the 21st century it was estimated that over half of the population lived in 
apartment buildings (Yu, Hahn, Lee, Lew, & Im, 2016). Residents have become increasingly 
aware of how design affects their well-being and are unhappy with many of the apartment 
models throughout the country (Cho,Lee, & Kim, 2011). Studies have been done showing 
that many Koreans living in apartments are unhappy with the thermal performance, noise, 
illumination, air conditions, and access to green space. (Cho,Lee, & Kim, 2011). If residents 
are unsatisfied with their living conditions, they are less likely to become involved in social 
activities, which can have a crippling effect on community growth (Cho & Lee, 2011). The 
high-rise boom in Korea has allowed for much progress to be made, but it has also eroded 
away the social fabric that once existed. Looking back just three generations, you would find a 
very different Korea and my guess is a much happier one. Designers need not look any further 
than to the traditional structures that existed for hundreds of years in Korea to begin making 
positive change.

Before the war, most people lived in traditional Korean homes called Hanoks (see figures 37-
39). They offered a unique mix of private and semi-private spaces and had a strong connection 
between nature and interior spaces. They provided a much richer community life than what 
exists today, and there are lessons to be learned from examining them.

Traditional Hanoks had a variety of spaces moving from public to private, and were designed 
in manner to encourage social interaction and welcome visitors. They also blurred the line 
between interior and exterior; offering a series of semi-private spaces that welcomed visitors. 
The first space you encountered after leaving the street was a walled garden; similar to the 
front yards we have in America. The wall was only 3 to 4 feet high and surrounded a space 
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Figure 37:Traditional Korean Hanok. Elliott Klinger.  2014
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where home owners could do hobbies such as gardening or woodworking with some privacy. 
Yet, the wall was low enough to provide sightlines into the space from the street and people 
walking by could easily stop, say hello and get to know each other. Visitors could stop at the 
wall for small talk or be invited into the garden for more intimate interactions. Beyond the 
garden, the next space was a large covered wooden deck called the dae-cheong. The dae-
cheong, located in the middle of the house, was open on two sides and allowed the summer 
breezes to pass through the house and cool it. Many daily activities took place here and were 
open for passersby to see. Close friends and neighbors would be invited into the dae-cheong 
where they would eat, drink, and form stronger bonds. According to sociologist Chua (1995); 
who studies community development in high-rise communities, over time, through repeated 
daily encounters and increased familiarity, a community begins to form and residents in the 
area gain a stronger sense of security and identity.
 
The inviting nature of the Hanok has been lost with the adoption of the high-rise. In many 
cases, the apartment complexes are not part of the communities they are built in, but walled 
off or separated from the street level; isolating the residents from the social fabric of the city. 
Each home no longer has a semi-private space, and all of life’s activities happen behind the 
front door and out of sight. The opportunities for spontaneous social interaction are limited 
to the parking lot, elevator, and hallway, and as a result communities fail to form. All of this 
contributes to the shockingly low sense of community reported in the country (OECD, 2015). It 
is my belief that the richness of spaces found in the Hanok could be adapted to the complexity 
of high-rise living, and similar projects have been done with great success such as the Bedok 
Court in Singapore. 

Figure 38:Korean Dae-Cheong. Suh Jai Sik. 1999
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The Bedok Court (see figures 40-41) was proposed as a 
solution to the rapid urbanization in Singapore and as a 
way to provide each resident with a “piece of land” they 
could call their own (Bay, 2004). The project borrowed 
spaces from the Malay Kampong, the traditional house, and 
incorporated gardens into each unit. The gardens made up 
30-40% of each apartment unit, and the largest of them 
was placed out front and provided a semi-private front yard-
like space; much like the Korean Hanok (Bay, 2004). The 
project, completed in 1985, has enjoyed immense success. 
In a survey conducted in 2000, a majority of residents (86%) 
considered their front garden space their favorite space in 
the apartment complex (Bay, 2000).  Nearly all (90%) said 
they felt a strong sense of ownership and belonging in the 
community (Bay, 2000). Creating a sense of belonging is 
extremely important because residents that feel they belong 
are more likely to be satisfied and participate in community 
activities (Woodcraft, Hackette, & Caistor-Arendar, 2011). 
From examples like these, we can see that borrowing from 
the Hanok could have a strong, positive effect on the sense 
of community within Korean apartment buildings. 

Figure 39:Korean Digut House Floor Plan. Hanok Traditional Korean Homes. 1999

Figure 40:Bedok Court  Exterior. Retrieved from http://
static.panoramio.com/photos/original/18079515.jpg

Figure 41:Bedok Court  Front Yard. Retrieved from 
original/18079515.jp https://sg2-cdn.pgimgs.com/
listing/19168047/UPHO.55607335.V800/Bedok-

Court-Bedok-Upper-East-Coast-Singapore.jpg
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After the war, Koreans began to move to the urban areas so a need was created to accommodate 
more people into the growing cities. The country was still very poor and so could not afford to 
build high rise towers. To satisfy the needs of the changing country, a high-density, low-rise, 
mixed use neighborhood evolved. The houses shared many features with the Hanok such as, 
similar layouts and front gardens, only now the walls were higher and visibility to the street 
was blocked. The dae-cheong was still present, but was hidden from view.  In many ways, this 
form of housing was a transitional step between the Hanok and the apartment buildings that 
would come in the late 1980s; it began to exhibit some of the antisocial elements seen in the 
apartments today such as the removal of semi-private space and the disappearance of green 
space. 

Still, I believe that these transitional neighborhoods offer a better sense of community than 
most of the apartment complexes today. The largest reason is that they provide adequate 
social infrastructure to support a thriving community. Social infrastructure such as schools, 
shops, neighborhood parks and local transport must be provided if a community is to succeed, 
and equally important are areas that create opportunities to meet other residents (Woodcraft 
et al. 2011). Architects can provide these types of spaces in a variety of ways, but have no 
control over how or if the residents will use them in the future. Therefore, architects need 
to encourage social interactions by creating a multitude of communal spaces: semi-private 
spaces, diverse community spaces, green spaces, and layers of spaces that encourage 
spontaneous interactions among residents. 

A great example of how architecture can encourage spontaneous interactions can be found 
in these transitional low-rise neighborhoods (see Figure 42-43). Neighborhoods like this were 
some of my favorite places to explore on the weekends; they offered surprises around every 

Providing 
Social 
Infrastructure
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Figure 42:Gamcheon Neighborhood Streets. Elliott Klinger.  2015
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corner. More than once, I would be walking through the narrow alleys with my camera and 
turn a corner to find an old woman sitting on her doorstep, cleaning vegetables or drinking rice 
wine and almost always we would exchange greetings or I would be offered some food as a 
kind gesture. Chance encounters like this transcended the language barrier, and although we 
could not speak each other’s language, a connection was made.  These connections are very 
powerful and over time; when they happen every day, a sense of familiarity begins to build 
which leads to a sense of belonging. 

The layers of space that encourage this sort of interaction are not a result of planning. These 
neighborhoods were often quickly built wherever there was space. What resulted was a 
chaotic, mazelike jumble of concrete blocks stacked on the hillside with skinny streets and 
alleyways that you could only discover if you took the time to explore them. The spaces are 
extremely rich and diverse. Streets connect to multiple shared courtyards and pocket parks 
where residents gathered to socialize (Modi, 2014). The alleyways lead to main streets which 
lead to larger communal spaces and then on further to the edge of the neighborhood; creating 
a very walkable neighborhood (Modi, 2014). It is these layers of diverse spaces that are found 
in the transitional neighborhoods that are missing from the high-rise developments throughout 
Korea.

Figure 43:Gamcheon Cultural Village. Elliott Klinger.  2014
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Social sustainability is vital in creating a new model 
of high density living in Korea and fixing some of the 
country’s biggest problems. By studying the past, we 
can look to incorporate features of traditional Hanoks, 
as well as elements of the transitional neighborhoods 
that were built immediately after the war. They offer 
richness of space and diversity of social gathering 
spaces that is not found in the housing models built 
today.  Using these principles in the design of modern 
Korean housing can create a new model of high density 
living in Korea, one that improves quality of life and 
satisfaction while respecting the history and culture of 
the country. 

Conclusion
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Site Analysis
The first time I walked past the site was on a beautiful spring day in 2013. The trees lining the 
street were covered in soft pastel pink and white blossoms. The sun was shining and it seemed 
like the whole neighborhood was out on the street enjoying the welcoming of spring. It quickly 
dawned on me that the crowds were no coincidence and the staggering amount of traffic was 
not the norm. I had arrived at one of the most treasured locations for families and couples to go 
and view the cherry blossoms. As I continued walking up the hill I noticed cafés, one after the 
other, lining the street; each one full of people drinking coffee and taking pictures. At the top of 
the hill was a small plaza filled with tables and tents. Local artists had come to sell handmade 
candles and jewelry and street musicians were playing jazz on their saxophones. The side of 
the street opposite the cafés and restaurants was heavily forested but even then, I could see 
the ocean through the trees and the steep slope of the hillside falling towards the water. The 
forest contained walking paths and small clearings so that hikers could stop and enjoy the 
views of nature and forget they were in a city of 8 million people. 

Figure 44:Site Panorama Photo. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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The site is dynamic and not only changes from day to day but sometimes even minute to 
minute. It can be sunny and bright one moment and the next moment the area can become 
blanketed in a thick fog. The neighborhood is perfect for watching the sun rise over the ocean 
or the rising of a full moon. The neighborhood still retains a quaintness that much of the city has 
lost, although, that quality is already starting to disappear with addition of a large apartment 
complex. From the site one can see the city of Busan and the islands of green mountain tops 
poking through the urban fabric. It is easy to forget that the city is all around you while gazing 
out at the ocean or observing the cherry blossoms. It is easy to forget that millions of people 
surround you. It would be easy to create a project for the site that met the requirement of a 
typical high-rise apartment project but it will be challenging to create one that does not destroy 
the quaintness and natural qualities that have existed here for decades. 
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Neighborhoods

Dalmaji Hill
The neighborhood is called Dalmaji Hill which translates 
to Moon Road Hill. Every year, hundreds of thousands of 
visitors come here on the first full moon of the year to 
make wishes of good fortune as the moon rises above 
the horizon. Dalmaji Hill is one of the top attractions in 
the city for viewing the cherry blossoms but the area 
remains busy throughout the year; drawing visitors 
with its views of the ocean and Haeundae Beach. 
The majority of the buildings in the neighborhood are 
reinforced concrete apartment buildings that appear to 
have been built in the mid 1980s or 90s. They line the 
streets and are separated by narrow alleyways; which 
created a maze-like network that cuts through the 
neighborhoods and connect the main roads. The views 
from the neighborhood are spectacular in almost any 

Haeundae 

The Site

Haeundae Beach is one of the primary attractions in 
the Haeundae district of Busan. It is the most popular 
beach in Korea and draws millions of visitors each 
weekend during the peak of summer. The beach is 
lined with world-class hotels, bars, restaurants, and 
cafés. Everyone from the very young to the very old 
visit this beach making it lively at any time of the year. 
The boardwalk is always filled with performers and 
musicians playing music for all ages and crowds gather 
for the many festivals that take place there throughout 
the year.

The area that makes up Haeundae district is one of the 
newest areas of Busan and was developed starting in 
the 1970s. An areal view of the district makes it clear 
that this area was a planned community; with central 
commercial and business districts in the center and 
large apartment complexes radiating out from the 
center. This is in sharp contrast to older sections of the 
city where the line between commercial and residential 
is hard to find and the buildings are much smaller and 
more haphazardly placed. 

The project site is located midway up the hill and lies 
between Haeundae Beach and the top of Dalmaji Hill. 
The neighborhoods surrounding the site are some of the 
finest in Busan and offer almost every possible amenity 
you could think of. The location played an important role 
in the selection of the site. It was vital that the project 
be located near amenities like transportation, schools, 
hospitals, and shops if the project was to be successful.

The two neighborhoods of Dalmaji and Haeundae 
are connected along the coast and can be traversed 
between in ten to twenty minutes. At the intersection 
point of the two neighborhoods is the Mipo Fish Market; 
a lively place where you can pick out a live fish and 
minutes later be eating it. 

direction. The ocean stretches out from the south all the 
way to the horizon. On clear days it is said you can see 
Tsushima, a Japanese island that lies hallway in between 
Japan and Korea. Looking west from the neighborhood you 
are guaranteed to see Haeundae Beach and the shimmering 
skyline of the city beyond.
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Amenities
The site lies in an older section of the district and thus has a 
less defined separation between residential and commercial 
areas. Small, locally owned shops can still be found nestled 
in between apartment buildings and small neighborhood 
grocery stores still serve many of the residents’ daily needs. 

Some of the city’s finest school are only a ten-minute walk 
and the area is ripe with after school academies for almost 
anything you can imagine. Korean people take education 
very seriously and often will move to a different area of 
town just so their child can get the best education possible. 
So, having some of the best schools in the city nearby is a 
definite draw for young families.
 
The area has plenty to offer in terms of leisure activities. 
Haeundae beach is less than a 10-minute walk and 
countless cafe’s and PC rooms can be found in the area; 
popular destinations for young Koreans to spend their free 
time. The area has two large movie theaters, 3 department 
stores, and an indoor zoo. If that is not enough then the 
subway is nearby to take you anywhere in the city.
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Figure 47:View From Haeundae Beach. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Haeundae
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Figure 48:Haeundae Satellite View. 
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Figure 49:View of Dalmaji Hill. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 50:Haeundae Beach. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 51:View From Mipo Harbor. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Figure 52:Southern Approach. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 53:Open Sewage Ditch. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Figure 54:View of Village from Tracks. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 55:Path Over Train Tracks. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 56:Existing Gardens. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Figure 57:Entrance to Village. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 58:North Road Access. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 59:View of Haeundae and Busan. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Currently, a small village containing roughly, one dozen 
houses occupies the site. The houses are old and were built 
around the 1960s at a time when there were few building 
codes to dictate the living conditions. By today’s standards 
the village is a slum and has inadequate utilities to service 
the resident. A foul odor can be smelled when walking past 
the village and when walking through it, one notices garbage 
piling up behind the houses. 

Having said all of that, the village is a lively place for the 
two-dozen residents who live there. All the houses have 
front patios where they sit and shuck clams or wash the 
vegetables that they grew in the garden plots that surround 
the village. A path has been beaten into the hillside, leading 
down to the ocean, from daily trips to hunt for shellfish. 

Just walking through this neighborhood once, it becomes 
clear that a strong sense of community can be found here. 
Although the village is lacking in many key areas, it provides 
a strong example for how the project could be structured. 
Examining the current living conditions helps suggest how 
future living units should be used and the potential needs 
of the residents. 

Human
Characteristics

Train Tracks

Existing Community 

Along the entire south boarder of the site is an unused 
train track. The tracks are now used as a walking path 
and are heavily used during warm weather on the 
weekends. The tracks provide a secondary entrance 
to the site so the building will have 2 front faces. 
The building should also provide several connections 
between the north road and the south train tracks. Doing 
this will integrate the building into the neighborhood 
instead of isolating it from the surrounding area.
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Figure 60:Existing Community on Site. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 61:Existing Home on Site. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 62:Disused Train Tracks. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Views

Water

Shade and Shadow

The views are one of the strongest aspects of the site 
and nearly every view is desirable. Breathtaking views of 
Haeundae Beach or the open ocean can be had from any 
spot on the site. Both public and private spaces should take 
advantage of the views. Doing so will draw people into the 
site from the street and increase the chance for spontaneous 
interaction to occur.

The site is adjacent to the East Sea and is less than a 
5-minute walk from the water. The ocean is still a very 
important part of life for people in Busan and fresh fish is 
eaten every day. From all areas on the site, water can be 
seen and heard. The views and the water are a very valuable 
part of the site. 

The site is optimally located on the southwest side of a 
mountain and thus receives the maximum amount of solar 
radiation it possibly can. There are few trees on the site to 
shade visitors during the hot summer months. Moderately 
tall buildings of five to ten stories are located on the south 
boundary of the site but are not tall enough to offer any 
obstructions to natural light or beneficial shading. Since 
the site has so much solar gain, some method of shading 
must be used. Natural daylighting should also be used when 
possible to light the spaces and help reduce energy needs. 
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Figure 63:Solar Time Chart. Retrieved from http://www.jaloxa.eu/
resources/daylighting/docs/sunpath_38_north.pdf

Figure 64:Sun Path Diagram. Retrieved from http://www.jaloxa.eu/
resources/daylighting/docs/sunpath_38_north.pdf
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Summer

Winter

Figure 65:Shade Map of Site. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 66:Shade Map of Site. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Site Character

A

B
C

D

The site has a unique character and is located between 
several neighborhoods that represent very different areas 
of the city, historically and economically. The sight itself 
contains older, low-income housing that does not meet 
today’s standards of living. On the other hand, Haeundae is 
one of the richest neighborhoods in the city. This relationship 
creates a unique character on the site. The site appears 

like it has been forgotten or over looked regarding 
the master planning of the area. It is prime land with 
pristine views but has remained relatively untouched. 

This unique character will help inform the design of the 
project and artifacts of the human intervention in and 
around the site will play a key role in the process.

Figure 67:Site View Map. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Figure 68:Road Access. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 69:Path Over Train Tracks Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 70:Gardens on Site. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 71:View From the Train Tracks Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Soils
There are multiple soil varieties observed on the site. Soil 
depth ranges from 20 centimeters to over 3 meters before 
hitting hard rock. This is a relatively shallow depth and will 
thus make supporting a tall building easy. The soils are a 
mix of gravel, sand, and loam and have good drainage. 

The dominant soil is Gaghwa and is a member of the Mesic 
family. It contains 35-90% gravel and is well drained. The 
soils was formed from erosion deposits moving down the 
mountain over time. This results in a layer of less than 100 
centimeters of sediment covering hard rock. This soil covers 
a large majority of potential buildable land. 

The second most dominant soil is Ungog and is a member of 
the mesic family. It contains 10-35% gravel and is primarily 
made up of silt; which is well drained. The soil lies downhill 

from the Gaghwa and is formed from the finer sediment 
flowing down the mountain. This soil layer measures 
more than 2 meters thick and sits directly on top hard 
rock. This soil is located on the southern edge of the 
site. 

The Haensan soil is also a member of the Mesic family. 
It is excessively drained and forms a layer of 20 to 50 
centimeters on top hard rock. The soil is excessively 
drained and is located at the north boundary of the site. 

The northwest section of the site is made up of Anryong 
and is a member of the Mesic family. It is considerably 
thicker than the other soils found on site and measures 
more than 3 meters deep. 

Gaghwa

Anyrong

Ungog

Haensan

Figure 72:Soil Map. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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The project is located on a site that slopes down towards 
the ocean. The steepness of the slope varies across the 
site; from relatively shallow on the Northwest corner to 
steep on the Southeast corner. The steepness of the 
site offers opportunities for the building to interact with 
the landscape in a way it could not if the site was flat. 

Topography

Integrating the building into the hillside would provide 
the opportunity to terrace the buildings which would 
allow for the creation of public rooftop gardens. The 
site and the road follow the topography along most the 
northern boundary. The connection between the street 
and the site should be permeable; allowing free access 
in.

Figure 73:Topography Map. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Figure 74:Road Leading Uphill. Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 75:Northern Boundary Road.  Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 76:Entry to the Site.  Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Traffic

Vehicle Traffic is busiest on the weekends during the 
spring and summer months. The area’s cafes, festivals, 
and cherry blossom trees are a big draw for visitor all 
over the city. The road running along the north boarder 
of the site is a narrow two lane road and often becomes 
congested during peak times. Because of the busy 
traffic, measures should be taken to make sure that 
additional traffic is not causing more congestion near 
the site. The entrance for parking should be located in 
an area where it will have as little negative effect on 
traffic as possible.
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Figure 77:Traffic Map.  Elliott Klinger. 2016

Figure 78:Traffic Graph.  Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Pedestrians

Cherry Blossoms

There is a lot of pedestrian traffic at different times of the 
year. During the spring and through summer and fall the 
surrounding neighborhood is busy with tourists and locals. 
Pedestrian traffic falls slightly in the winter months but 
even then, there are festival that draw people to the area. 
Currently the foot traffic moves past the site since there 
is nothing existing that would draw people in. The project 
should pull people into the site and act a bridge between the 
northern and southern boundary.

The site is lined on the north with cherry blossom trees 
and they are incredibly important to the area and draw 
thousands of visitors every spring. The trees should stay 
and so the building must be designed so that the trees still 
receive adequate light. It is vital that the building does not 
block light. The trees should also be incorporated into any 
public garden or park that is on the site to help connect the 
building to the neighborhood.
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Figure 79:Cherry Blossoms. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Figure 80:Climate Data. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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The site lies perpendicular to the dominant summer and 
winter wind directions. In the summer, any building on 
the site should take advantage of the cool air coming 
off the ocean from the southwest. The mountain offers 
partial shelter from the cool winter winds coming from 
the northeast, however, structure that is at high elevation 
will not gain from any shielding benefits. The optimal 
orientation of the site suggests taking advantage of the 

Wind Direction
wind patterns to help cool the building in the summer with 
the possible help of ventilation towers or wind scoops. 

The site is subject to regular high winds and heavy rain 
that comes every July and August with typhoon season. 
The forces of the wind have the potential to damage the 
structures but such damage is not common in this area. 

Figure 81:Wind Diagrams. Elliott Klinger. 2016
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Code Narrative
Building codes ensure the health, and safety of all whom interact 
with the built environment. They are the rules that architects and 
designers are governed by. The codes dictated many aspects of 
design; building height, size, construction materitals, and egress 
are just a few.
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Program
The program resembles that of a standard mixed use residential 
tower, however, a stronger emphasis on community spaces is 
present. Some programmatic elements are a direct response to 
the needs of the culture the building in located in.
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Residential Dwellings

Public Space

37%
Commercial Space

Community Space

Parking

Studio Apartments
1 Bedroom Apartments
2 Bedroom Apartments
Recycling Services
Building Services

Activity Rooms
Management O�ces
Exercise Rooms
Reading Rooms
Study Rooms
Gardens
Parks
Nursery

Co�ee Shops
Markets
Restaurants
Public Plaza

Figure 82:Space Relationship Diagram. Elliott Klinger 2016
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Figure 83:Traditional Korean Screen. 
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Problem Statement 

Since the project is intended to foster a social environment, 
the form should give way to a variety of spaces of differing 
sizes and complexities that allow for spontaneous and 
planned interactions. 

Since the site is slopping toward the ocean, the proposed 
form should explore a variety of solutions to find what best 
responds to the natural contours while also taking advantage 
of the natural views. 

Because residents’ needs change over time, adaptability 
and changeability are important to consider. 

Since access to daylighting and ventilation have been 
identified as characteristics that increase satisfaction with 
housing the form should respond to and take advantage of 
the abundance of light and wind on the site. 

Form
Since the project is intended to foster a sense of 
community among residence, the project should focus 
on creating a diverse range of high quality community 
spaces that emphasize social interaction. 

Since the project needs to act as a community with 
individual residences, the proposed solution should offer 
a clear distinction of public, private, and semiprivate 
spaces. 

Since integrating the proposed project into the larger 
community is an important goal, the proposed project 
should have a seamless connection and a sense of 
permeability with the surrounding neighborhood. 

Since the project is located near a popular neighborhood 
and where local festivals are held; resulting in large 
number of both vehicular and pedestrian traffic at 
several times throughout the year, it is important the 
proposed solution respect the withstanding traditions 
and not disrupt the existing traffic patterns.

Since the residences are intended to be lived in long-
term, materials and finished that wear well and stand 
up to the test of time should be considered.

Function 

Since the development depends on return on investment, 
the proposed features such as community spaces and 
plazas should add obvious value to the project that can be 
translated into higher rent prices.

Since the site is in a very desirable area, the master plan 
should study how to best make use of the site and how to 
maximize potential value. 

Since the project is intended to contain long-term housing, 
high quality materials and finished should be studied to 
attract potential long-term renters as well as higher asking 
prices. 

Since the project will be used by the community and 
residence on a continuing basis, the solution should provide 
a healthy mix of 24-hour access spaces to be enjoyed. 

Economy

Time
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Three
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Design Solution
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Historical Context
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Figure 84:Historical Timeline
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Influences
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Representative Korean Hanok

Representative  Hanok  Floor Plan

Dae Cheong

Traditional Wooden Screen Designs

Orde
1 Kan 
posts.
not a
to 300cm.
the 
materials

Dae Cheong
The D aecheong had a  l arge w ooden f loor 
and served as a multi-purpose space that 
adapted its use as needed. In hot summer 
months the wood f loor remained cool and 
with the removal of a panelled wall breezes 
could move freely through the space. 

Figure 85:Design Influences
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Contemporary iteration

Sc
re

en
   S

tu
dy

 

Traditional iteration 1 Traditional Iteration 2

Orde ring    system:  Kan
Kan refers to the space c reated by four 

posts. The distance between the posts was 
 always uniform and ranged from 180cm 
300cm. D istances w ere determined b y 

availability and l ength of building 
materials. 

Tradit iona l  Urban  Layout
Narrow streets, o ffering privacy, l ead t o 
larger t horoughfares w here r esidents 
gather and socialize.

1  kan
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Design Thinking
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St
ac

ki
ng

  A
na

ly
si

s 

Standard ModuleHabitat 67

Standard Module
Iteration 1 

Lego Exploration
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Habitat 67 is a great example of how a 
building can b e arranged t o give each 
unit access to natural light and outdoor 
space. Not only t hat, t his arrangement 
also creates a n active community 
atmosphere. However, i t compromises 
privacy of its residents. 

Stacked and Transformed Final Arrangement

Vertical a rrangements 
allow for most o f the 
units t o have a  private 
garden space. However, 
privacy is compromised 
due t o the nature o f 
stacking. 

Two standard modules 
were designed using 
simple geometric forms; 
allowing f or m aximum 
stackable configurations. 

Form study 1 
Vertical Arrangement

Figure 86:Design Thinking 1

Figure 87:Design Thinking 2
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St
ac

ki
ng

 St
ud

y 
Lego Exploration

Ve
rt

ic
al

 St
re

et

Reintroducing
any street i nto 
helping p rovide 
meet and i nteract
Providing a  variety 
levels of p rivacy
community a
time and t hrough
more likely to form a strong community bond.

Successful Urban Community Vertical Street
Form study 3
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H orizonta l 
arrangements result in 
too much l and being 
required t o be f easible 
for a country like South 
Korea where o nly 30% 
of the land is buildable.

Horizontal Arrangement
Form study 2 

Reintroducing the lively, social atmosphere you find on 
nto a vertical housing solution is k ey t o 

rovide active social spaces f or residents to 
nteract w ith each o ther o n a daily basis. 
variety of s paces w ith d ifferent s izes and 

rivacy i s essential to creating a successful 
 a tmosphere. It has been shown that over 
hrough i ncreased encounters residents are 

more likely to form a strong community bond.

Plans Utilizing Kan System
Iteration 2

Figure 88:Design Thinking 3

Figure 89:Design Thinking 4
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Sc
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W
integral 
Korean 
only did they keep the cold 
weather 
gave
and
space

Traditional Screens Screen Systems
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Wooden S creens were an 
integral part of t raditional 
Korean architecture. Not 
only did they keep the cold 
weather out but t hey also 
gave the residents privacy 
and f lexibility over t heir 
space.  

Form Study 4 Gardens Shifted to the Exterior 
Iteration 3

Figure 90:Design Thinking 5
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Midterm 
Presentation

Figure 91:Midterm Board 1 Figure 92:Midterm Board 2
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Figure 92:Midterm Board 2 Figure 93:Midterm Board 3
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Design idea
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Exterior Overview
Figure 94:Proposal Birdseye
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Upward View
Figure 95:Design Proposal Upward View
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Figure 96:Design Proposal Master Plan
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Site Plan
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Plaza View
Figure 97:Design Proposal Plaza Render
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Vertical Street
Figure 98:Design Proposal Vertical Street
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Screen Design
Figure 99:Design Proposal Screen Design
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Rooftop Garden

Figure 100:Design Proposal Rooftop Garden
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Rooftop Garden

Figure 101:Design Proposal Garden Overview
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Apartment Veranda

Figure 102:Design Proposal Apartment Exterior Space
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Apartment Entry

Figure 103:Design Proposal Apartment Entry
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Floor Plan

Adaptable Furniture

Figure 104:Adaptable Furniture

Figure 105:Design Proposal 2 Bedroom Unit
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Apartment Space

Figure 106:Design Proposal Daecheong Living
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Final 
Presentation
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Figure 107:Final Presentation
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